As for chromatic confocal sensor system with limited computational capacity, a fast peak extraction algorithm with considerate accuracy is in urgent demand. However, current peak extraction algorithms such as the centroid algorithm (CA) and nonlinear fitting algorithms can not balance the accuracy and computational efficiency. Thus, we propose an accurate peak extraction algorithm with good computational efficiency called corrected differential fitting algorithm (CDFA). At first, the differential signal derived from the original axial response signal is linearly fitted for initial peak extraction. Then corresponding systematic error of this linear fitting operation is analyzed using a first-order linear nonhomogeneous differential equation. At last, error compensation, that is, the solution to this equation is implemented with an introduction of "sum differences of sampling intensity". The performance of CDFA is compared with two conventional peak extraction algorithms including the CA and Gaussian fitting algorithm (GFA) using Monte Carlo simulations. CDFA is found to have a comparable accuracy performance with GFA while have a much higher computational efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Confocal microscopy (CM) has been widely studied in many fields such as biomedical science [1] , metallurgy materials [2] and metrology [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] with an enhanced lateral resolution or a high depth discrimination capability. In CM, a small illumination pinhole is imaged onto a sample surface and reimaged onto the detector pinhole plane. By scanning the sample or optical system in the axial direction and recoding the detector intensity, a near-Gaussian intensity curve named theoretical confocal axial intensity response (TCAIR) signal is obtained, in which the maximum determine the height of sample surface in optical axis. In order to alleviate the slow longitudinal scanning device such as piezoelectric transducer, chromatic confocal microscopy (CCM) based on chromatic aberration of optical component was developed, which utilized the spectral coding with displacement [8] . Usually, CCM system requires a broadband light source and a dispersive lens that allows different spectral component of the light source to be focused to different depth of the sample. A series of research work has been conducted to optimize the performance of CCM such as employing a supercontinuum source with high illumination efficiency and extremely broad bandwidth to expand measuring range [9] or utilizing diffractive lens [10] to achieve linear coding between peak wavelength and displacement.
In addition, peak wavelength extraction algorithms are essentially important for reliable and accurate height extraction. Axial peak wavelength localization by determining the maximal amplitude point is sensitive to noise. While the centroid algorithm (CA) is a suitable alternative to the maximal amplitude method, owing to its excellent computational efficiency and relatively high robustness with respect to noise. With exception of the CA, several fitting algorithms including parabolic fitting algorithm, Gaussian fitting algorithm (GFA) and sinc 2 fitting algorithm [11] [12] [13] [14] are often used for peak extraction. These algorithms can provide high accuracy but requires good computational resources, which may not be available in embedded electronics of commercial probes [15] . In this paper, a fast and accurate peak extraction algorithm named corrected differential fitting algorithm (CDFA) is developed to meet the urgent demand of commercial probes with embedded computational electronics. 
HEIGHT-DEPENDENT ISSUES
Before the further descriptions about the principle of CDFA, the influencing factors on peak extraction will be revisited at first. In laser CM, the TCAIR signal is usually corrupted with two noise sources such as the positioning errors of vertical scanning device and detector noise [11] [12] [13] . A series of research work has been done to characterize the noise influence on peak extraction based on uncertainty analysis. In CCM with the spectrometer as detector, there is one noise source, that is, the detector noise. In addition to those two noise sources, the sample surface height is also found to be a critical influencing factor on peak extraction. The detailed reasons are described as following. The concept "sample surface height" implies that there is a zero reference point. The relative displacement of sample surface to this reference point is defined as surface height. It is assumed that there is a stable vertical sampling sequence (VSS) in CM like the magenta gridlines in Fig.1 . This assumption is also valid since the spectrometer pixel sequence in CCM is treated as the VSS. Arbitrary points that are exactly at the VSS can be chosen as the zero reference point without loss of generality. If the measured target surface is the blue plane, which is located at the VSS as illustrated in Fig.2 , the sampling TCAIR signal is symmetrical to the ideal peak, i.e., the location of target surface. If the target surface is the red dashed plane in Fig.2 , then the sampling TCAIR signal is asymmetrical to its ideal peak. Such shift from the symmetrically sampling to asymmetrically sampling of TCAIR signal led to considerable systematic peak extraction errors when a centroid algorithm was used [16] . Thus sample surface height should be a potential influencing factor. A generalized VSS with an equally spaced interval is given as [11] [ ]
(1) where the interval means the scanning step in CM or CCM. If the sample surface height is -X, the height-dependent TCAIR signal is expressed as
where j=-n... m. Here -X means the relative displacement between the target and the vertical scanning devices. Usually, a signal preprocessing is needed for peak extraction as shown in Fig.3 .At first, the maximum sampling signal is normalized to 1. Then an intensity threshold T is applied to choose the effective sampling TCAIR signal and corresponding effective vertical sampling sequence (EVSS) for final calculation. According to the symmetrical characteristics of the TCAIR signal, two typical type of EVSSs are concluded in equation (3) .
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where x 1 , x 2 are parameters related with scanning step and intensity threshold. Here sample height variations of one scanning step is explored since the height effect on peak extraction is periodic [11] . As described in equation (3), each type such as equation (3a) or (3b) is composed with three cases of EVSSs. These three cases of EVSSs correspond to different sample surface height intervals. And the middle case with odd-dimensional EVSSs is in the middle of the other two cases with even-dimensional EVSSs. For EVSSs in equation (3a), the dimensions of the middle case are one less than those of the other two cases. While for EVSSs in equation (3b), the dimensions of the middle case are one higher than those of the other two cases. In Fig.4 , the dimensions of EVSSs along with sample surface height are illustrated for an exemplary scanning step of ninth of full-width of half maximum (FWHM) of TCAIR signal. Clearly, the numerical results in Fig.4 coincide well with the summarization in equation (3).
PRINCIPLE OF CDFA

Principle of linear fitting of differential signal
CDFA is a modified algorithm derived from linear fitting of differential signal. First, the linear fitting of differential signal is described. Usually, the initial TCAIR signal is used for peak extraction in CM or CCM. Here the differential signal from original TCAIR signal can be written as
Below is the linear fitting principle of differential signal. As for this linear fitting operation, the intersection of this line and the horizontal axis is taken as the extracted peak. Usually, parts of the TCAIR signal is used in linear fitting operation as illustrated in Fig.3 . At first, the middle interval with odd-dimensional EVSSs in equation (3a) is explored. The linear least square fitting of the effective differential signal is carried out to minimize the evaluation function Q to obtain the desired parameters.
The evaluation function Q can be treated as a function with two variables a 0 and a 1 .The minimization of equation (6) will lead to the following matrix equation. 
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The matrix equation can be solved to get the horizontal intersection B DI u DI u = ⋅ − ⋅ .
(9b) Note that the extracted peak is related with sample surface height -X since the TCAIR signal is also height-dependent.
Error compensation principle
According to our further investigation of this linear fitting operation, height-dependent systematic errors are found, which is similar to that of a centroid algorithm [16] .In order to compensate the height-dependent systematic errors and suppress the uncertainties, a corrected method based on differential equation analysis is proposed. The systematic error ( ) e X of this linear fitting operation can be written as
The first derivative of systematic error ( ) e X with respect to X is given as
The equation (11) can be rewritten as ( )
e X C e X C X
With ( )
Evidently, equation (12) is a first-order linear non-homogeneous differential equation. In order to simplify the equation, C 1 and C 2 can be taken as constants in each individual interval. A numerical illustration on the condition that the scanning step is one ninth of the FWHM of TCAIR signal and threshold T=0.5 is shown below in Fig.6 . To some extent, such approximations are valid. Thus the differential equation (12), can be solved as
On the following boundary condition
This condition means that sample surface of zero-height corresponds to zero systematic error, which is easy to be verified from Fig.5 . Fig. 6 .The coefficient C 1 , C 2 versus sample surface height X
The estimation of height-related parameter X
The height-related parameter X is unknown, blocking the error compensation of the linear fitting. In order to estimate this parameter for the error compensation, "sum differences of sampling intensity ΣDiff " is introduced, which accounts for the sum of intensity differences of the two flanks of the effective TCAIR signal. In Fig.7 , the detailed meaning of ΣDiff is shown. Note that the sum difference of sampling intensity is deduced from original TCAIR signal. Fig.7 The definition of sum difference of sampling TCAIR signal
ΣDiff can be expressed as following
The sampling intensity ( ) j j I U X can be approximated using the Taylor series, leading to the following expression.
The term ( ) (14) can be estimated as
At the end, the corrected peak of CDFA is given as
EVALUATION OF CDFA
In previous researches, many standard uncertainty analysis methods such as the error propagation law and Monte Carlo simulations have been proposed to evaluate current peak extraction algorithms [11] [12] [13] . Based on previous researches, a sample surface heightdependent (SHD) evaluation model is proposed for peak extraction analysis [16] . The SHD model is expressed as
Where A means the algorithm operation. N uu r means the normally-distributed detector noises with zero-mean values.
( ) ' p X means the calculated peak when the sample surface height is -X. Note that there is only one dominate noise source, namely detector noise in CCM. And the peak extraction error is
Statistical analysis of peak extraction errors are provided at different surface heights. Specifically, the expectation and uncertainty (standard deviation) of peak extraction errors are extracted at each given surface height.
A numerical illustration of three different algorithms including CA, GFA and CDFA are demonstrated below using Monte Carlo simulations. The scanning step is one tenth of the FWHM of TCAIR signal while the threshold T=0.5. The detector noises have uncertainties of 0.5% the maximum intensity. In Fig.8 , the calculated performance of these three algorithms are illustrated. Clearly, the existence of height-dependent systematic errors of the CA is verified. Meanwhile CDFA can have much smaller systematic errors than the CA. While the maximum standard deviations of CDFA is also much smaller than that of CA. In order to evaluate the performance of these algorithms using statistics, two evaluation indicators including the root-mean-square (RMS) of surface height-dependent systematic peak extraction errors and peak extraction uncertainties are extracted to represent the systematic error level and uncertainty level.
Where E and SD mean the expectation operation and standard deviation operation, respectively. In above mentioned operations, the SHD systematic peak extraction errors In order to demonstrate the advantage of CDFA over CA, the simulation comparisons are performed on the condition that the scanning step is changed and the noise setting is maintained. For different scanning steps, the above two RMS indicators are extracted [16] . In Fig.9 , the numerical comparisons are illustrated. The horizontal axis means the stable FWHM covers several scanning steps. The more steps it cover, the smaller the scanning step will be. The RMS of systematic errors and RMS of standard deviations will decrease with smaller scanning steps. Looking at the RMS of systematic errors, CDFA has a much smaller systematic error level than CA. As with the systematic error level, CDFA has a much smaller standard deviation level than CA. Even compared with GFA, CDFA has a comparable performance on both RMS of systematic errors and RMS of standard deviations. Besides, the performance of CFDA keeps almost unchanged with lager scanning steps, indicating that CFDA is superior to other algorithms under a relatively large scanning step. Moreover, the signal computational efficiency of CA, GFA and CDFA are also compared. The average calculating times for one trail are extracted with 10000 times computations. All algorithms are implemented in MATLAB with a CPU of 2.1GHZ. The average times are 11.9ms, 0.015ms and 0.055ms for GFA, CA and CDFA respectively on the condition that scanning step is one ninth of the FWHM of TCAIR signal while the threshold T=0.5. Note that small changes of the scanning step will not influence the computational efficiency [12] . Clearly, CDFA is much faster than conventional algorithm such as GFA while with much better calculated performance than the CA. Thus CFDA is a suitable peak extraction algorithm with chromatic confocal sensor with fast measuring frequency. Experiments verifications will be offered later in further research.
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel peak extraction algorithm named corrected differential fitting algorithm (CDFA) is developed. It is derived from the combination of the linear fitting of the differential signal and the error compensation of this linear fitting operation. The linear fitting of differential signal is executed using a simple least squares method while the error compensation is implemented using an approximate solution to a first-order linear differential equation that quantitatively characterizes the height-dependent systematic errors. The newly developed CDFA is compared with the centroid algorithm (CA) and Gaussian fitting algorithm (GFA) using Monte Carlo simulations. According to our analysis, we found that CDFA can have much better performance than the CA on both the systematic errors and uncertainties. Compared with GFA, CDFA could have a comparable performance with hundreds times of computational efficiency, indicating that CDFA is especially of significance for CCM with limited computational capacity.
